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QUESTION 1

Which restriction prevents a designer from using a GDOI-based VPN to secure traffic that traverses the Internet? 

A. Enterprise host IP addresses are typically not routable. 

B. GDOI is less secure than traditional IPsec. 

C. Network address translation functions interfere with tunnel header preservation. 

D. The use of public addresses is not supported with GDOI. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 2

Refer to the exhibit. 

Four customer sites are connected through an EoMPLS-based VPLS over an MPLS provider. You are migrating from
OSPF to multi-level IS-IS as the routing protocol to run on the four CE routers, and connectivity between all four sites is
required. You want to control which CE or CEs will be elected as the Designated Intermediate System. Which two key
aspects should be taken into account? (Choose two.) 

A. The DIS role for Level1 and Level2 can be performed by different routers. 

B. The CE with the second highest priority will be elected as the backup DIS on the LAN segment. 

C. One of the CE routers will be elected as the DIS based on interface priority then highest MAC address. 
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D. It is recommended to use point-to-point link type on the CEs. 

E. If a new CE router is added to the VPLS cloud with a lower interface priority it will become the DIS. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 3

After the recent implementation of a new design that incorporated GRE tunnels into the network, the network operations
staff is seeing the following syslog message in multiple routers on the network - %TUN-5-RECURDOWN: Tunnel0
temporarily disabled due to recursive routing. From a design perspective, what was not taken into account prior to
implementing the solution? 

A. The neighboring routers cannot respond within the specified hold time. 

B. The interface on the router that is the source of the tunnel is down. 

C. The interface on the neighboring router that is the source of the tunnel is down. 

D. The router is learning the route to the tunnel destination address using the tunnel interface. 

E. The tunnel interface on the router is not receiving any keepalives within the specified hold time. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 4

Which two functions are performed at the distribution layer of the three-layer hierarchical network design model?
(Choose two) A. Fast transport 

B. QoS classification and marking boundary 

C. Fault isolation 

D. Redundancy and load balancing 

E. Reliability 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 5

A network designer decides to connect two labs together to test multicast features interoperability. Before the networks
are connected together, the network administrator mentions that overlapping multicast IP addresses between the two
labs will cause issues because all the routers on the network are provisioned for Source-Specific Multicast using
IGMPv3. 

Which statement about the connectivity of both multicast domains is true? 
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A. IGMPv3 can support overlapping multicast IP addresses between the labs 

B. IGMPv3 cannot support overlapping multicast IP addresses between the labs 

C. IGMPv3 requires NAT to support the overlapping multicast IP addresses between the labs 

D. IGMPv3 requires a unique RP when connecting both labs together 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 6

Which two practices should you implement to increase SNMPv1 security? (Choose two.) 

A. Restrict access to the specific SNMP engine IDs in use. 

B. Use ACLs to allow only specific IP addresses to poll SNMP. 

C. Use a combination of alphanumeric characters for the community strings. 

D. Use SNMP encryption for transport confidentiality. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 7

Which two are loT sensor-specific constraints? (Choose 2) 

A. the amount of devices 

B. processing power 

C. memory 

D. cooling 

E. standard transport protocols 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 8

Which two statements define some of the general characteristics of SDN? (Choose two.) 

A. Southbound interfaces are interfaces used between the control plane and the date plane. 

B. OpenFlow isconsidered one of the first Northbound APIs used by SDN controllers. 

C. Northbound interfaces are open interfaces used between the control plane and the date plane. 
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D. The separation of the control plane from the data plane. 

E. OVSDB is an application database management protocol. 

Correct Answer: AE 

 

QUESTION 9

For a storage area network design, which technology allows a switch to support multiple Fibre Channel IDs per fabric
port? 

A. N-Port Identifier Virtualization 

B. Inter-Virtual Storage Area Network Routing 

C. Zoning 

D. Fabric Port Trunking 

E. Node Port Virtualization 

F. Expansion Port Trunking 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 10

A network design shows two routers directly connected to an Ethernet switch using optical connections. There is an
OSPF adjacency between the routers. In this design, which solution will ensure that interface down detection is reported
as quickly as possible to the IGP? 

A. optimized OSPF SPF timers 

B. Bidirectional Forwarding Detection 

C. automatic protection switching 

D. optimized OSPF LSA timers 

E. Ethernet OAM CFM monitoring 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 11

A device attached to a router has very strict policing and no burst. To avoid traffic being dropped, what is the maximum
data burst leaving the router (in bytes) that has a shaper configured for 20 Mb/s with a Tc of 4 ms? 

A. 5 KB 

B. 10 KB 
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C. 80 KB 

D. 640 KB 

Correct Answer: C 

Tc = Bc/CIR (in seconds) is the formula. 04ms=80KB/20Mb 

 

QUESTION 12

A company wants a design that would support OSPF through a service provider ATM network. Which two OSPF
network types should the designer use to establish OSPF neighborship between OSPF routers through the ATM
network? (Choose two.) 

A. A broadcast network will always work through ATM networks. 

B. A broadcast network will work when the broadcast support is explicitly configured at the ATM network. 

C. Explicit neighbor statements are required when a nonbroadcast network is configured. 

D. Explicit neighbor statements are required when a point-to-multipoint network is configured. 

E. A nonbroadcast network does not require DR selection. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

 

QUESTION 13

As part of the security protocol for your network design, you have designated that option 82 is enabled for DHCP
snooping. When option 82 is enabled, which information will be added to the DHCP request? 

A. switch MAC address and VLAN, module, and port 

B. remote ID and circuit ID 

C. switch IP address and VLAN, module, and port 

D. switch MAC address and switch IP address 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 14

Refer to the exhibit. 
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You must review this single OSPF area, DMVPN network because the company has noticed a few area 0 convergence
and stability issues. Also, traffic destined to the data center from one of the spokes as the next hop on the path. The 

company prefers that all traffic destined to the data center uses the least amount of hops. 

Which solution resolves these issues with the minimum amount of changes on the network? 

A. Migrate from OSPF to static routes between the hub routers and the spoke routers and deploy IP SLA for route
health checks 

B. Migrate from OSPF to EIGRP between the hub routers and the spoke routers 

C. Modify OSPF cost metrics on all backup links 

D. Create areas between each hub and their spoke routers, to ensure that the hub routers become DRs 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 15

Your company plans to implement an Internet gateway router that is performing NAT. This same gateway will be
terminating various IPsec tunnels to other remote sites. Which address type is appropriate for the ACL that will govern
the sources of traffic entering the tunnel in the inside interface? 

A. inside local 

B. inside global 

C. outside local 
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D. outside global 

Correct Answer: B 
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